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Abstract:  

Fingerprint extraction means to find the various minutiae points in a fingerprint to use it further for 

fingerprint matching. But if we use the fingerprint as it is for the feature extraction then we will get a lot of 

minutiae points among those many arises because of noise in fingerprint and thus can’t be used for the 

matching of fingerprints. So we need a pre-processing technique to decrease the number of minutiae points 

and to get only those points that can be further used to match the fingerprint. According to experimentation 

results, we can decrease the number of fallacious minutiae points to a very large number by using pre-

processing. In this research paper, we calculate the number of minutiae points by using three methods and 

then analyze the result. The comparison is between original Image and the two other pre-processed images 

one is obtained by using dilation operations and other is obtained by using hole filling and then dilation. 

Keywords-fingerprint, feature extraction, minutiae points, preprocessing, dilation, morphological 

operations.

1. Introduction 

Biometrics is one of the generally utilized territory , 

helps in recognizing  man by  his unique physical 

characteristics. It has been demonstrated that unique 

mark is the most exact biometric characteristic when 

contrasted with different attributes. That is the 

reason unique finger impression frameworks are the 

most well known, developed and worthy biometric 

attribute. Unique mark acknowledgment is utilized 

for recognizable proof as well utilized for different 

targets also. The two unique finger impression being 

same is 1 in 1.9×1015. This is the motivation behind 

why these frameworks are so well known and used 

as a part of high- security . Interesting mark holds 

perplexing illustrations called edges also valleys. 

There exists a percentage fissure the middle of those 

edges, known as valleys. Over An exceptional finger 

impression, the dull lines shown in the picture below 

known as edges same time the white extent in the 

middle of those edges is known as valleys. A edge 

might spread further in two ways, potentially it shuts 

alternately bifurcates under two edges. Those edge 

closures will be known as wind alternately edge 

conclusion. Also the place it bifurcates may be 

called bifurcation. Points contain about these two 

crucial sorts, edge limit Furthermore bifurcation. 

These two sorts of particulars keeps tabs would 

viewed as as the vital points. Unique mark 

acknowledgment is finished by discovering all these 

particulars focuses in the unique mark and after that 

coordinating it with a picture officially accessible in 

the database. In any case, if the nature of picture is 

not up to the check or the picture has clamor in it 

then it turned out to be truly hard to discover these 

details focuses by the assistance of a computerized  

frameworks. To tackle this issue preprocessing is 

utilized. Preprocessing improves the nature of the 

picture with the goal that it turn out to be anything 

but difficult to handle those resultant picture for the 

subtle elements concentrates. Toward using the 

suitable inbuilt operations similar to morphologic 

filtering alternately. The morphological operations 

that are used for the pre-processing are Imfill, 

bwareopen, connect, etc., We could similarly use a 

portion self aggravated limit to those extension of 

the picture. Likewise we know in fingerprints, those 

A large portion critical a piece may be grayscale In 

this way should settle on the computation 

straightforward we need will change under parallel 

outline i. E. 0/1. In the twofold state 1 will be 
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acknowledged Likewise valley Furthermore 0 may 

be recognized Similarly as edge since twofold 1 is 

provided for Toward white shading same time 0 will 

be provided for by dull shading. To would this we at 

first have with figure the dull edge Also later 

transform those picture to parallel. 

 

Fig: Minutiae points in Fingerprint 

2. Literature Survey  

2.1 Om Preeti Chaurasia 

In this paper, the point when a unique finger 

impression picture is caught it is made to go through 

the calculations organized in a specific request. It is 

found that, a unique mark in this specific request, 

the last yield is adequate for particulars discovery 

and highlight extraction. They  have done many 

trials on unique finger impression pictures and found 

that this specific request of preparing is delivering 

better outcome.  So if the information picture is 

great ,the  strategy will deliver a decent yield. 

However the picture is caught utilizing a decent 

quality gadget, at that point this technique will 

deliver an equivalent quality  in other existing 

techniques. 

2.2 Muhammad Umer Munir and Dr. 

Muhammad Younas Javed 

It  displasy a unique finger impression co-ordinating 

plan that uses an edge include guide to match finger 

impression pictures. The procedure portrayed here 

hinders the requirement for extricating details 

focuses to match unique finger impression pictures. 

The proposed utilizes an arrangement of 16 Gabor 

channels, where the spatial frequencies compare to 

the normal between edge dispersing in fingerprints, 

is utilized to catch the edge quality at similarly 

separated introductions. A round decoration of sifted 

picture is then used to develop the edge highlight 

outline. This edge highlight outline both worldwide 

and neighborhood subtle components in an 

interesting finger impression feeling Likewise a 

more modest length incorporate vector. Those 

exceptional finger impression coordinates  on the 

Euclidean division between the two relating vectors. 

The recognize rate of gabor channel built matcher 

will be expected should make ~ 10% on 15% higher 

over that for subtle elements built matcher at low 

recognize rates. Exceptional finger impression 

feeling extraction Furthermore coordination takes ~ 

7. 1 seconds ahead a Pentium IV, 2. 4 GHz  

processor. 

2.3 Devansh, Arpit and Anoop Namboodiri 

This paper manages extraction of unique finger 

impression highlights specifically from dim scale 

pictures by the strategy for edge following. At the 

same time,  generous utilization of logical data 

assembled amid the following procedure. Limit 

bandpass based separating techniques for unique 

finger impression picture upgrade are to a great 

degree vigorous as loud areas don't influence the 

effect of clear ones.  This strategy frequently create 

curious at whatever point the hidden picture does 

not fit the channel display. The recommended 

system permits to utilize the relevant majority of the 

data on preferred handle such loud locales. Also, the 

diverse parameters used and only those count  been 

settled on versant something like that as to avoid 

human supervision. Also for those main edge 

accompanying worth of effort from Maio Also 

Maltoni. Those conclusions show that those 

recommended methodology makes edge emulating a 

greater amount solid will  makes those divided 

components more robust. 

2.4 Chaohong Wu, Zhixin Shi and Venu 

Govindaraju  

The execution of any unique mark recognizer very 

relies on upon the unique finger impression picture 

quality. Diverse sorts of clamors in the unique finger 

impression pictures posture more prominent 

difficulty for recognizing. The vast majority of the 

programmed finger impression ID number 

frameworks (AFIS) use a few sort about picture 

change. Albeit a few strategies have been depicted 

in the writing, there is still degree for development. 

Specifically, viable strategy of cleaning those 

valleys the middle of those edges would insufficient. 

We see that uproarious valley pixels and the pixels 

in the intruded looking into edge stream gap would 

"motivation clamors". Along these lines, this paper 

portrays An alternate approach to manage 

interesting finger impression picture improvement, 
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which relies for coordination about anisotropic 

channel Furthermore directional working channel 

(DMF). Gaussian-disseminated clamors would 

reduced enough by anisotropic Filter, "drive 

commotions" need aid lesquerella refined by DMF. 

Typically, customary middle channel is the best 

strategy to remove pepper-and-salt commotion and 

other little antiques, the proposed DMF cannot just 

complete its unique errands, it can likewise join or 

break unique mark edges, round out the gaps of 

finger impression pictures, smooth sporadic edges 

and also expel some irritating little relics between 

edges. The improvement calculation has been 

actualized and tried on unique mark portraits starting 

with FVC2002. Evolving of picture nature need 

been used on dissect the execution from claiming 

our approach. Hence, we have. contrasted our 

strategy and different strategies depicted in the 

writing regarding coordinated particulars, missed 

details, spurious details, and flipped the particulars 

between( end focuses and bifurcation focuses). Trial 

comes about demonstrate our strategy to be better 

than those depicted in the writing. 

2.5 Josef Strom Bartunek, Benny Sallberg, 

Mikael Nilsson, and Imgvar Claesson 

 This paper proposes a few upgrades to a versatile 

unique finger impression improvement strategy that 

depends on logical sifting. The term versatile 

suggests that parameters of the technique are 

naturally balanced in light of the information unique 

mark picture. Five handling blocks include the 

versatile unique finger impression upgrade 

technique, four of these obstructs would revived 

Previously. Hence, those recommended in general 

framework may be novel. Those four revived taking 

care of squares would pre-processing, overall 

investigation, close-by examination and facilitated 

filtering. In the pre-preparing Furthermore close-by 

examination hinders, a nonlinear element extend 

change system may be used. In the, worldwide 

investigation and coordinated separating pieces, 

distinctive types of request measurable channels are 

connected. These handling blocks yield an enhanced 

and new versatile unique mark picture preparing 

strategy. The execution of the refreshed preparing 

pieces is displayed in the assessment part of this 

paper. The calculation is assessed towards the NIST 

created NBIS programming for unique finger 

impression acknowledgment on FVC database 

3. Related Work 

Unique mark extraction intends to locate the 

different particulars indicates in a unique mark 

utilize it advance for finger impression coordinating. 

In any case, on the off chance that we utilize the 

unique mark as it is for the component extraction 

then we will get a considerable measure of details 

focuses among those many emerges as a result of 

commotion in unique mark and in this way can't be 

utilized for the coordinating of fingerprints. So we 

require a preprocessing system to diminish the 

quantity of details indicates and get just those 

focuses that can be additionally used to coordinate 

the unique finger impression. As per 

experimentation comes about, we can diminish the 

quantity of fraudulent details focuses to an extensive 

number by utilizing preprocessing. In this 

examination paper, we compute the quantity of 

details focuses by utilizing three techniques and 

after that break down the outcome. The correlation 

is between unique Image and the two other 

preprocessed pictures one is acquired by utilizing 

expansion operations and other is gotten by utilizing 

opening filling and after that widening. 

 

 
Fig: Proposed system architecture 

4. Implimentation 

Two-Level Segmentation(Interpolation) 

4.1.1 Edge Detection:    

Edge identification is a standout amongst the most 

generally utilized operations in picture investigation. 

An edge is characterized by a brokenness in dark 

level esteems. As it were, an edge is the limit 

between a question and the foundation. Edge data is 

then incorporated to confirm and, where important, 

to right locale limits. The state of edge in pictures 

relies on upon numerous parameters: The 

geometrical and optical properties of the question, 

the light conditions, and the clamor level in the 
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pictures. Our technique needs to identify edges first 

in a preprocessing step in spite of the fact that edge 

location is not the concentration of this paper. Since 

we just consider dim scale pictures, we apply past 

methodologies for distinguishing both force and 

surface edges. Power edges are recognized utilizing 

the first and second subordinates of Gaussian. A 

tensor item between a Gaussian and the main 

subsidiary of Gaussian identifies step edges. It is 

fundamentally the same as the numerical 

arrangements of watchful finders .A tensor item 

between a Gaussian and the second subsidiary of 

Gaussian is utilized for recognizing edge edges. 

These channels in view of Gaussian subordinates 

can deliver exact areas for force edges. Be that as it 

may, they may deliver unessential edges in surface 

locales. The underlying arrangement of surface 

edges are gotten from the Edge Flow calculation . 

While this calculation can distinguish most surface 

edges, it likewise creates incidental edges. To 

evacuate unessential edges, we embrace a 

probability of surface edges as takes after: 

characterize a roundabout picture locale focused at 

the as of now considered pixel; separate the hover 

into two parts utilizing one of the potential edge 

introductions; apply multiscale odd-symmetric and 

even-symmetric channels to the two parts ; figure 

both force histograms and histograms of the channel 

reactions for each of the two half districts ; utilize χ2 

test to compute the contrast between two relating 

histograms, where the χ2 remove between two 

histograms is characterized as Obtain the weighted 

normal of the histogram contrasts. The probability 

of a surface edge at the pixel is characterized as the 

most extreme weighted normal among every single 

potential introduction. Six distinctive edge 

introductions are utilized as a part of practice. We 

kill those unessential edges which lie in a picture 

area with low probability of surface edges. At last, 

we join force and surface edges. Really the Edge 

Flow calculation additionally creates force edges 

which are not as precise as those acquired from 

Gaussian subsidiaries. Along these lines, if there is 

an Edge Flow edge in the region of an edge acquired 

from Gaussian subsidiaries, the Edge Flow edge is 

disposed of. Our division calculation can consolidate 

any kind of edges including the astounding edges as 

of late acquired from a learning strategy. 

4.1.2 Upper Level Construction:  

We first vectorize the identified edges from Section 

2.1. This procedure changes over each associated 

edge into an arrangement of associated line sections 

by following the pixels on the edge. All the vertices 

of the line sections lie on the first edge. To make 

another line portion from a vertex v1, we move 

along the edge pixel by pixel until the separation 

between the present pixel p and v1 achieves an 

endorsed limit or we have achieved the finish of the 

edge. Take note of that we don't require that the line 

fragments fit the first edge exceptionally well since 

regardless we keep the position of the first edge in 

the lower level and the line sections are just a 

deliberation in the upper level. The line fragments 

are called hard edges since each of them is related 

with a comparing edge section in the lower level. 

The hard edges might be very scanty in the picture 

plane. Despite the fact that we require a coarser 

granularity at the upper level, it is as yet undesirable 

to have a substantial picture district excessively 

under-spoken to since there might be powerless 
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P a g e limits display. Hence, we create more line 

portions and vertices as takes after. Set up a uniform 

meager network over the picture plane with its 

dividing the same as the separation limit utilized as a 

part of vectorization. 

4.1.3 Morphological Operations: 

Unique mark extraction intends to locate the 

different particulars indicates in a unique mark 

utilize it facilitate for finger impression 

coordinating. Be that as it may, in the event that we 

utilize the unique mark as it is for the element 

extraction then we will get a ton of details focuses 

among those many emerges on account of 

commotion in finger impression and along these 

lines can't be utilized for the coordinating of 

fingerprints. So we require a preprocessing strategy 

to diminish the quantity of particulars indicates and 

get just those focuses that can be additionally used 

to coordinate the unique mark. As indicated by 

experimentation comes about, we can diminish the 

quantity of misleading details focuses to an 

expansive number by utilizing preprocessing. In this 

exploration paper, we figure the quantity of 

particulars focuses by utilizing three techniques and 

afterward dissect the outcome. The examination is 

between unique Image and the two other 

preprocessed pictures one is gotten by utilizing 

enlargement operations and other is acquired by 

utilizing gap filling and after that widening. 
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Thinning : It is utilized to diminish the edge width 

to make the edge just 1 pixel wide. It is done as such 

that we can without much of a stretch discover the 

edge end or bifurcates in the unique finger 

impression. 

Imfill: It is used to fill all the holes that are present 

in the ridges. So any white portion which is 

surrounded by black color from all sides will be 

filled with black color. It is done so that these pores 

don’t show up when we try to find the minutiae 

points in the fingerprint. 

 

Bwareaopen: It is used to remove the unwanted 

portion of the fingerprint. In this we specify the 

minimum length of the connecting pixels and any 

ridge which has length less than the length specified 

is removed. We do this because these ridges are the 

result of the noise in image and will provide us with 

wrong minutiae points. 

 

Bridge:It is utilized to associate pixels. In this on 

the off chance that we have two nonzero neighbors 

that are not associated it interface them. Other self-

made capacities utilized:  

 

Enlargement is utilized on this twofold picture. 

Subsequent to changing the picture to parallel shape 

we utilize diminishing up to interminability i.e. until 

the picture quits changing For enlargement we make 

a capacity that output each pixel of the picture and 

in the meantime check every one of the neighbors of 

the pixel in thought. For this when a pixel is chosen 

we check the majority of its neighbors and if any of 

them is dark we change the estimation of that pixel 

to dark so this bring about evacuating little openings 

in the picture and furthermore join edges that have at 

most 2 pixel crevice between them. 

 

Binarization 

Binarization is the initial step required in the details 

extraction handle. Binarization is utilized to change 

over the 8 bit dark scale unique mark impression 

into 1 bit high contrast picture. Operating at a profit 

and white picture, edges have zero esteem and 

valleys have one esteem. Thus, the edges are dark in 

shading and the valleys are white in shading. This 

high contrast picture is likewise called the twofold 

picture. The shading which is utilized to characterize 

the articles in the picture is known as the closer view 

shading and whatever remains of the picture is 

known as the foundation shade of the picture. 

Locally versatile binarization can be likewise used 

to change over the dark scale unique mark 

impression into binarized or the high contrast 

picture. Division and the thresholding procedure can 

likewise be utilized as a part of the binarized 

pictures. 

 

 
 

Fig: Output obtained after the 

binarization of the fingerprint impression. 

 

Filling of Holes 

By and by as ought to be evident in the twofold 

picture there are a significant measure of crevices in 

the edges so if we endeavor to find the bifurcation 

each hole will be viewed as two bifurcation, so we 

need to fill each one of the holes in the edges before 

we can find the particulars centers. 

 

 
Fig: Binary Image with Filled Holes 

 

Thinning Of Image 

By and by our next errand is reducing the edges of 

the photo with the end goal that the edge width will 

remain only 1 pixel. Decreasing is done in light of 

the way that it will be genuinely easy to find the 

particulars centers in the reduced picture rather than 

interesting picture. 
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Fig: Thinned Binary Image 

 

Dilation 

Broadening is one of the two fundamental heads in 

the region of logical morphology, the other being 

crumbling. It is generally associated with matched 

pictures, however there are interpretations that work 

on grayscale pictures. The central effect of the head 

on a matched picture is to a little bit at a time 

enlarge the breaking points of locale of frontal range 

pixels (i.e. white pixels, customarily). In this manner 

locales of nearer view pixels create in size while 

holes inside those territories twist up doubtlessly 

smaller.  

In the wake of decreasing we need to do 

development of picture. Development is used to 

make the photo smoother. In this we check each one 

of the pixels of the photo and in case we find a pixel 

which has no short of what one contrasting dim 

pixel we set its motivation as dim. 

 

 
 

Fig: Dilation of Image 

 

Thinning of  Dilated Image 

 

After Dilation we again apply diminishing on the 

picture to again make the width of edges to one 

pixel 

 

 

 
 

Fig:  Thinning of Dilated Image 

 

(Disintegration is one of the two essential 

administrators in the region of numerical 

morphology, the other being widening. It is 

commonly connected to paired pictures, yet there 

are variants that work on grayscale pictures. The 

essential impact of the administrator on a twofold 

picture is to disintegrate away the limits of areas of 

frontal area pixels (i.e. white pixels, commonly). In 

this manner zones of closer view pixels shrivel, and 

gaps inside those ranges end up noticeably bigger. 

 

 
 

Fig: Remove The Unwanted Portions After 

thinning the dilated image 

 

we have to evacuate the undesirable parts of the 

picture. These undesirable parts are the consequence 

of commotion or dishonorable picture examining. 

As should be obvious in the above picture they 

contain less number of joined pixels so we can 

without much of a stretch evacuate them by 

determining the base number of joined pixels that 

are permitted and in this manner they are disallowed 

to enter the further strides of picture preparing. 

 

 
Fig: Removal of Unwanted Portions 

 

Minutiae Points Detection and extraction of 

minutiae  

Minutie checking is done in the particulars 

extraction prepare This progression creates a 

superior outcome when bigger number of details are 

distinguished. This progression is connected after 

the picture pre-preparing step. It for the most part 

takes a shot at the pixel esteem (1 or 0).There are 

two techniques required in the details extraction 

handle. The primary technique manages esteem one 

and the second strategy manages esteem zero. The 

binarization procedure is completed with the 

assistance of veil. Details are focuses in the unique 

mark impression which has one neighbor or more 

than one neighbor. It is hard to discover the 

introduction estimation in poor unique finger 
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impression impressions. Thus the improvement 

calculation is connected in the pre-preparing step. 

We have utilized the anisotropic channel keeping in 

mind the end goal to upgrade the low quality unique 

mark impression. This structures solid calculation 

and it helps in creating less blunder. The unique 

mark confirmation organize works by rethinking the 

dark scale picture by a few phase. It likewise 

relegates on or two class names which includes edge 

bifurcation and edge finishing. The particulars 

extraction result gives better coordinating exactness 

on database unique mark impressions. More data is 

acquired for the example acknowledgment prepare. 

At the point when the first picture is reevaluated, the 

mistakes which happens in the successive preparing 

is wiped out. Enhanced framework precision is 

gotten in the example acknowledgment prepare. 

Edge bifurcation is spoken to in red box and edge 

consummation is spoken to in blue box. 

 

 
 

Fig:  Minutiae detection: red box 

represents ridges and blue box represents 

bifurcation. 

 

5. Results And Discussion 

5.1 Using Morphological Method 

 

 a. finger print input image    b. after resize the 

input image 

              

   

           

c. thinning and dilation  d. detecting minutiae 

points 

 

5.2 Using 2 Level Set Segmentation (Interpolation 

Method)  

 

 

 

 

 

a. input finger print image b. after pre 

processing 
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c. after thinning process d. binary image 

 
 

e. interpolation of fingerprintf. interpolation  

with ROI 

6. Conclusion 

Morphological operations and two-level 

segmentation method is used. Morphological 

operations contains pre-processing, threshold 

adjustments, segmentation and evaluation stages and 

also  two-level segmentation method for image 

based on the edge detection and upper level 

construction. At the end, finger prints are used for 

extraction of the minutae points with the help of 

two-level segmentation method. This method 

regards segmentation that send through more 

detected edges in the original images.  
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